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Sterling Digibinder
MAPBSTERLING

The Sterling DigiBinder is a machine built for the 
twenty first century. Whether you are a printer, 
an in-plant printer, an on demand printer, or 
even a bindery, the Sterling DigiBinder will fill 
the job. This perfect binding machine will bind 
books automatically with a touch of a button. 
The book thickness is self-adjusting. Simply 
place the book in the clamp and the Sterling 
DigiBinder will do the rest: it automatically 
sets the clamp thickness. Twin glue rollers 
apply an even amount of glue and the nipper 
automatically adjusts to the book thickness. 
The DigiBinder feature, an Auto Clamp, Auto 
Nipping, Notching/Roughing, Side Gluing 
Attachment, and a Fume Exhaust. 

Notching / Roughing Blade

The unique blade roughs and notches 
the entire book spine. 
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• Auto Clamp. The clamp adjusts 
automatically between two sheets 
and 2.25 inches. Both the clamp 
and nipper are pneumatic, run by the 
included silent compressor

• Roughing Blade. The unique roughing 
blade includes a serrated edge which 
can also hold up to six notching 
pins. This allows for maximum glue 
penetration and book strength

• Side Gluing. The Digibinder side glues 
the rear of the spine by use of a side 
gluing pin. The book is then nipped in 
such a way that glue is forced into the 
front of the book creating a line of side 
glue there as well

• Twin Glue Rollers. Two glue rollers 
saturate the spine with glue. A third 
metering roller smooths out the glue to 
the desired thickness

• Nipper Control. The distance that the 
nipper travels can be set to produce 
more square backed books. The dwell 
time can be set up to 3 seconds. The 
nipper height can also be adjusted

Features

Sterling Digibinder
Perfect Binder

SPECS
Book Size 12.5”

Production 360 books / hr 

Max Thickness 2” 

LCD Display Yes 

Spine Roughen Dust Free

Self-Adjusting Yes

Notching Yes

Sheet Clamping Yes

Glue Type EVA

Glue Warm-up 30 minutes

Glue Rollers Twin

Dimensions 55” x 29” x 17”

Weight 285 lbs

Electrical Req. 220 V / 50 - 60 Hz

Operation Electric


